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Abstract- In this paper, we have used Jarvis halftone operator to convert continuous tone image into halftone. For further 
compression of image data KFCG technique is applied on halftone image. Half toning is the technique that converts 
continuous tone image into halftone image i.e. 8-bit plane image into 1-bit plane, mostly used in printing media. The 
objective is to prove that red plane in color image, contents most significant information and is less prone to error during the 
processing of image. Each pixel in color image in BMP file is represented by 24-bits. The red plane consists of the most 
significant byte, carrying maximum information of the image. The experimental results show the plane-wise average intensity 
value and measuring parameters like Mean Square Error (MSE) and Structure Similarity Index (SSIM) between individual 
planes of input and output images. Applications like video-conferencing where data compression and decompression 
process is to be carried out on real time basis. Finite time is required to achieve compression and decompression of image 
data. Some of the frames are required to be skipped for real time application.  So, if the adequate image information is 
represented by red planes then green and blue plane of the image can be skipped to achieve time compensation. For 
experimental results different seven bitmap (.BMP) images are used. 
Key Words- Halftone, Code Vector, Codebook, Quantization, Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation (KFCG), Index, Mean 
Square Error (MSE), Structure Similarity Index (SSIM)  
 
Introduction 
In this paper, for compression of image data halftone and 
vector quantization techniques are used [1]. Half toning 
is the lossy compression technique that leads to some 
distortion. Codec using vector quantization technique is 
also lossy technique. Standard half toning operators like 
Floyd-Steinberg and Jarvis half toning operators are 
explained in [2] that preserves the artifacts in image. Few 
operators are presented and compared their results in 
terms of computation and space complexity with Floyd-
Steinberg and Jarvis half toning operators [3]. Different 
Vector Quantization algorithms are presented in [4-9]. 
Time complexity of Euclidian distance for codebook 
generation is presented in [8] and [9]. In this paper 
Kekre’s Fast Code Book Generation (KFCG) algorithm is 
used because it drastically reduces time and 
computational complexity. For compression of image 
data Run Length Encoding with halftone [3] and Huffman 
Encoding with halftone are presented [10]. Separable 
Finite Impulse Response filter is used for reconstruction 
of image. Fast inverse half toning algorithm reduces the 
heavy use of floating-point and arithmetic operations as 
compared to other inverse algorithms presented in [11]. 
In this paper the analysis of pixel average intensity of 
each plane and Mean Square Error is calculated.   

Half toning method 
Halftone technique converts continuous tone image into 
binary image. Halftone technique prominently used in 
printing industry for making Advertising boards, Flex 
board and News papers. To achieve halftone image from 
continuous tone image neighborhood processing of 
halftone operator on continuous tone image is 
performed, then quantization process is applied on it to 
obtained binary image. As shown in block diagram color 
image is split into three basic red, green and blue color 
planes [1]. Therefore, the number of gray levels in each 
plane is represented by 2n levels, where ‘n’ indicates the 
number of bits required to represent pixel intensity value. 
After splitting 24-bit color image into individual plane, 
each pixel intensity in each plane is represented by 8-bit. 
In quantization process half of the gray levels in each 
plane is treated as logic zero (0) and rest of the gray 
levels treated as logic one (1). In this way, half toning 
method loses some data and converts 8-bit image into 1-
bit image so as to obtain 8:1 compression ratio. Different 
half toning operators are presented in [3] and [15]. From 
performance point of view different half toning operators 
are compared with small operators [3] in terms of 
computational complexity and memory space. Jarvis half 
toning operator is shown in Fig. (1)  where X indicates 
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the central pixel. In the mask neighborhood process, it 
takes 12-tap, effectively 10-tap operation. Because in 
neighborhood process, multiplication of pixel intensity 
value with 1 is not considered as computation. 
 
Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation(KFCG) Algorithm  
Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation algorithm requires no 
multiplications resulting in less number of computations 
of Euclidean distance hence reduces the processing time 
[19]. As shown in Fig. (3)  all the individual red, green 
and blue planes are required to combine to form 24-bit 
color halftone image and it can be treated as input to 
KFCG algorithm for further image data compression. 
Various approaches for Vector Quantization are given in 
[8], [20], [24]. 
An image with size NxN is divided into 2x2 pixel non-
overlapping blocks. In color image each pixel value is 
represented by 3 bytes. Therefore, for 2X2 block forms 
12-byte input vector. Entire image is having ‘m’ number 
of blocks, hence we get V1, V2,….,Vm number of input 
vectors called as cluster-1 or training set. Centriod or 
code vector can be calculated by taking column wise 
average in cluster-1. In the first iteration cluster-1 is split 
into two clusters in which by comparing first element of 
training vector with first element of code vector C1 as 
shown in Fig. (2) (a). The vector Xi is grouped into the 
cluster-1 if xi1< c11 otherwise vector Xi is grouped into 
cluster-2. In second iteration, the cluster-1 is split into 
two by comparing second element xi2 of vector Xi 
belonging to cluster-1 with that of the second element of 
the code vector. Cluster-2 is split into two by comparing 
the second element xi2 of vector Xi belonging to cluster-
2 with that of the second element of the code vector [19] 
as shown in Fig. (2) (b).. In this way, cluster-1 can be 
further split to the desired codebook size. Total number 
of code vectors generated is 2n, where n is the number 
of bits used as a code vector index. Hence, codebook is 
in the encoded form and having code vector with its 
index. This encoded form gives the highest compression 
ratio. For transmission of encoded data, instead of 
transmitting code vector only index with n bit is 
transmitted. Image is decoded from index by taking 
corresponding code vector from the codebook. 
 
Fast Inverse Half toning Algorithm 
Fast Inverse Half toning Algorithm is explained in detail 
[11]. Other image reconstruction algorithms are 
presented in [12] to [14].  
 
Following steps are performed to reconstruct image from 
halftone image as it is shown in block diagram in Fig. (3) 

1) Input color image is split into primary three R-
G-B colors as 8-bit individual plane. 

2) Each plane is processed separately to convert 
individual plane into halftone image. 

3) On each plane Kekre’s Fast Codebook 
Generation algorithm is applied for further 
image data compression [1]. 

4) Only vector indices are used to decode the 
vector quantized image in decompression 
process. 

5) Vector quantized image is nothing but the 
halftone image. 

6) Vertical and horizontal edges are traced from 
halftone image. 

7) Separable FIR Filter is used to convert halftone 
image to continuous image [11]. 

8)  All the three plane concatenated so as to 
obtain reconstructed color 24-bit continuous 
image. 

 
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)  
The Image quality degrades in image processing 
operations like compression, storage, transmission and 
reconstruction. The traditional ways are used to measure 
image quality in terms of error sensitivity like Mean 
Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio 
(PSNR) has its own limitations [16]. SSIM is the quality 
measure on the degradation of structural information 
[16]. For calculation of Structural Similarity Index the 
measurement system is presented in [16]. Some quality 
measuring approaches are presented in [17]-[18]. 
Consider x is the original image having perfect quality 
and y is the processed degraded image. Luminance on 
both images is compared and it is estimated as mean 
intensity- 

                                    
(1)

 
 Luminance function l(x, y) is comparison 
function on µx and µy. Where  µx and µy are sample 
means of x and y respectively. 
Another contrast comparison c(x, y) is then the 
comparison of σx and σy. Where σx and σy are variance of 
x and y respectively. 
 

                         
(2)

     
The third function s(x, y) for normalization by its own 
standard deviation. 
The overall measure of SSIM is the combination of three 
functions. 

              
(3) 
Where l(x,y)  compares the luminance of image, c(x,y) 
compares the contrast of the image and s(x,y) measures 
the structural correlation of the images.  
The complete expression is explained in [22] as- 

 
(4) 
Where covxy is sample cross-covariance between x and 
y image respectively. c1 and c2 are the constants to 
stabilize the metric when mean and variance become 
very small.  
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Results and Discussion 
Fig. (4) (a) is the original image on which Jarvis halftone 
operator is applied. Fig. (4) (b) is the halftone image and 
on this halftone image Kekre’s Fast Codebook vector 
quantization technique is applied. Fig. (4) (c) is the 
decoded vector quantized image and Fig. (4) (d)  is the 
inverse image as a result of Fast Inverse Half toning 
algorithm. Different seven test images are considered in 
experimentation shown in Fig. (6). Table-1 shows the 
average of pixel values between individual planes of 
input and output image. As shown in Table-1 the 
average pixel value of red plane is higher as compared 
to green and blue planes. Table-2 shows the image 
quality measuring parameter calculation of Mean Square 
Error (MSE) between red plane (r) of input image and the 
red plane of reconstructed image (r’) is comparatively 
less than green and blue plane in most of the images. 
Table-2 shows average MSE between corresponding red 
planes is lowest to that of green and blue plane. In the 
same way MSE is measured for green and blue plane. 
Table-3 shows the image quality measuring parameter 
SSIM and MSE between input image and output image. 
Table-3 shows the in most of the cases SSIM value 
approaches to one, it means that structure point of view 
both input and output images are almost same. For 
identical input and output image the value of SSIM is 
one.  Fig. (5) (a)  is the graphical presentation of 
average of pixel values between individual planes of 
input and output image. Fig. (5) (b) shows the graphical 
presentation of MSE. Fig. (5) (c) and Fig. (5) (d)  
represents SSIM and MSE between input and output 
image conclude that both the parameters are inverse to 
each other. Fig. (5) (a)  shows red plane has maximum 
average pixel value as compared to green and blue 
plane as it poses most significant information as 
compared to green and blue. Fig. (5) (b)  shows red 
plane has minimum error as compared to green and blue 
plane. All test images used in experiments are shown in 
Fig. (6).  
 
Conclusion and Future Scope  
In general, in the natural images, most significant 
information is represented by red plane. If the image 
itself is overall greenish or bluish in shade then 
information is represented by respective planes. Color 
image pixel is represented by 24-bits. First byte of color 
image is red plane that any way it represents most 
significant information. Experimental results show that 
red plane average value is greater than green and blue 
plane also Mean Square Error is less comparatively. 
Future scope in vector quantization KFCG technique is 
that the block size can vary from 2x2 to 3x3, 4x4 and so 
on as well as the codebook size to 512, 1024 and so on. 
As well as different half toning operators can be used 
result comparison. The same technique can be used for 
image compensation in real time video processing just 
by processing red plane of the color image that contents 
prominent image information. 
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Table 1: Pixel average in each plane of input and output image 

 
The average of pixel average value for red plane of both input and output image is highest 

Table 2: Mean Square Error between corresponding planes of input and output image 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The red plane of image LataMangeshkar shows highest SSIM and lowest plane MSE as well as overall MSE. 
 
 

Table3: Structure Similarity and Mean Square between input and output image 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image LataMangeshkar has highest SSIM and lowest MSE. 
 

S.N Image I-Red O-Red I-Green O-Green I-Blue O-Blue 
1 Nature 141.46 141.43 136.91 136.78 73.02 62.685 
2 Flower 69.413 58.767 82.072 67.803 31.676 26.204 
3 Krishna 138.49 140.49 130.2 132.51 129.63 132.12 
4 Rohit512 122.45 103.81 121.18 122.82 135.85 136.56 
5 Lena 177.18 177.7 95.316 91.077 101.12 101.77 
6 Lata 125.02 125.26 107.64 107.91 112.72 113.55 
7 Mandrill 137.4 138.03 128.86 129.84 113.15 113.95 
 Average 130.2019 126.4981 114.5969 112.6771 99.59514 98.11986 

S.N. Image MSE 
b-b' 

MSE 
r-r' 

MSE 
g-g' 

1 Nature 2943.8 1192.8 1181.2 
2 Flower 1931.8 2809.2 3539.2 
3 Krishna 1115.5 1058 1139.3 
4 Rohit512 1367 2729.5 1049.2 
5 lena_color 1602.7 863.01 3033.2 
6 LataMangeshkar 885.59 716.47 825.66 
7 Mandrill 1260.6 1183 1423.5 
 Average 1586.713 1507.426 1741.609 

S.N. Image SSIM MSE 
1 Nature 0.9993 1772.6 
2 Flower 0.9835 2760.1 
3 Krishna 0.9997 1104.3 
4 Rohit512 0.9988 1715.2 
5 lena_color 0.9997 1833 
6 LataMangeshkar 0.9999 809.24 
7 Mandrill 0.9998 1289 
 Average 0.997243 1611.92 
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Fig. 1-Jarvis Halftone operator 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2-(a) Iteration1, Cluster 2 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-(b) Iteration 2, Cluster 4 

 

 
 

Fig. 3-Block diagram 
 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 X 7 5 
3 5 7 5 3 
1 3 5 3 1 
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Figure (4) (a) Original Image: Rohit      Figure (4) (b) Halftone Image 

                                    
Figure (4) (c) Decoded Vector Quantization Image    Figure (4) (d) Inverse mage 

 
Fig.4-(a) is 24-bits input Image of size 512x512x3. Figure (4) (b) is Halftone Image represented by 3-bits. Figure (4) (c) is 

Decoded Vector Quantization 2x2 block size Image. Figure (4) (d) is the result of FIR separable filter as Inverse mage from 
halftone. 

 

 
 

Fig.5-(a): Average pixel value in each plane of input and output image. X-axis represents different images and Y-axis 
represents Average pixel value. Letters ‘I’ and ‘O’ represents input and output image respectively. 
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 Figure (5) (b) MSE between corresponding planes of 
image 

     

 
    Figure (5) (c) SSIM between input and output image 

 

Fig.5-(d) MSE between input and output image 
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Fig.6-Test-Images 


